HEALTH & SAFETY GUIDE
Technologies and Protective Solutions
to Help Schools Reopen Safely

Helping to Navigate
an Uncertain Year
Protect yourself and your students by practicing
and promoting healthy habits and adapting
campus environments for a safe return to school
this year.
Trox has created a Health & Safety product portfolio that addresses some of the
toughest challenges facing school administrators and staff who are preparing
their facilities for a return to school.
With offerings ranging from hygiene and screening to dividers and signage that
can facilitate proper social distancing, we can work with you to implement a
wide variety of solutions to help keep students, staff and teachers safe.
Click on one of the categories below for an expanded view of offerings:
SCREENING DEVICES
PROTECTIVE DIVIDERS & PARTITIONS
DEVICE SANITIZATION
SMART LOCKER SYSTEMS
DIGITAL SIGNAGE
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Trox is committed to supporting your “safety first” approach to back to school.
When used with well-developed reentry plans, these offerings can help schools
deliver the best possible education to the greatest number of students, while
protecting their health and safety in a time of unprecedented change.

Read more on how to prepare for a safe return to school on the Centers for Disease Control website
or find what funds are available for the purchase of technology to support the adaptations needed
to keep students and educators safe on the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES)
Act website.
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SCREENING DEVICES & ACCESSORIES
A vital step to decreasing the spread of COVID-19 is
detecting who is sick or potentially sick before entry.
To minimize the number of individuals who come in
contact with each other, and to identify potentially
sick individuals, many schools are required to follow
applicable health guidance that includes creating entry
and exit protocols consistent with the latest health

HIKVISION
MinMOE TERMINAL
Wall-mounting touchfree temperature
screening terminal

guidelines.
Trox provides a wide variety of screening devices and
accessories to support health checks of staff, students
and visitors daily, monitoring for changes in temperature
or for other symptoms. Although this can be difficult for
schools with exceptionally large numbers of students
and staff, temperature screening technology can help
manage this process.

HIKVISION
DS-2TP21B-6AVF/W
Thermographic handheld
camera

PREFERRED PARTNERS:
Integrated Monitors/Cameras/
Tablets/Kiosks
Handheld Scanners
Other Vendor Providers
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HIKVISION

HIKVISION

DS-2TD2617B-3/6PA

DS-2TD1217B-3/6PA

HAMILTONBUHL

PEERLESS-AV

ET03

THR-400

PROTECT98

PROTECT98

TRANSIT

INFO-FR8-TMP

Thermographic bullet
camera

Handheld temperature
scanner

Quick screening for bus
installation

Thermographic turret
camera

Temperature sensing
digital signage kiosk

Handheld scanner
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PROTECTIVE DIVIDERS & PARTITIONS
With the return to school, teachers now need a way
to circulate among their socially-distanced students
— keeping students in their seats and avoiding the
prospect of them crowding around specific areas in the
classroom.
Many of Trox’s collaborative solutions partners have

MOORECO
SCREENS

Trifold desktop screen

created protective dividers and partitions that can
easily be installed to preserve recommended physical
distancing. These solutions can be used in the classroom,
as well as in office workspaces, reception seating areas,
or to modify or reconfigure spaces to ensure compliance
with physical distancing rules.

MOORECO
CLEAR PANELS

Standard and large sizes

PREFERRED PARTNERS:
Room/Desk Dividers
Sanitizer Options
Portable Sinks
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MOORECO

COPERNICUS

PRESCHOOL DIVIDER

DIV-U

DRAPER

COPERNICUS

CS5

SAN-101

LUXOR

COPERNICUS

DIVIDER

SNK201

Blue with marker board

Folding panel tabletop
dividers

Desktop screens come in
10 sizes

U-shaped desk divider

Single student hand
sanitizer station

Counter height portable
sinks
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DEVICE SANITIZATION
Mobile phone users touch their phone over 2,600 times
each day. And 10% of those touch their phones twice as
much.¹ That’s a lot of contact!
Although students and staff are encouraged to wash
their hands often, germs can be spread unknowingly by
touching devices that aren’t sanitized. Through routine
sanitization practices, the potential threat posed by

ANYWHERE CART
AC-CNC-18

Charges and disinfects up
to 99.9% of bacteria

contaminated devices can be significantly reduced.
¹Tips for the Sanitization of Schools, LocknCharge blog, May 13, 2020

COPERNICUS
FTT-UV

Disinfects Chromebooks
up to 11” in 1 minute

ALMO | HANOVER

LOCKNCHARGE

ULV FOGGER

UVONE

Handheld, electric ULV
cold fogger

PREFERRED PARTNERS:
Lockers/Carts
Handhelds
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360 degree disinfection
of device in 30 secs

SMART LOCKER SYSTEMS
Safety is a priority this year, and ensuring it will test
school operations more than ever.

BRETFORD

Installing Smart Lockers to distribute learning tools like

TECHGUARD
CONNECT

and safety guidelines. They allow for contactless pickup

Smart locker for zero
contact exchange of
devices

laptops and Chromebooks can help schools meet health
and delivery of devices without the use of a key or
combination.
This limits the amount of exposure to students and
families when participating in activities ranging from
asset assignment and distribution to expedited repair
and replacement, all while protecting those who facilitate
the process.

LOCKNCHARGE
FUYL TOWER 5 or 15
Smart locker for zero
contact exchange of
devices

LUXOR
STORE & GO LOCKER
Smart locker for zero
contact exchange of
devices

PREFERRED PARTNERS:
Cloud Based Lockers
Cloud Based Lockers + Charging
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE
When it comes to sharing safety messages, it’s important
to communicate in many different ways to encourage
students and staff to adopt new behaviors.
Digital signage has become an effective way to
message in highly visible areas (e.g., entrances, hallways,
restrooms) to remind students, staff and visitors about
protective measures in place and to post important
announcements.
Trox can recommend all-in-one signage units, or utilize
already existing equipment such as TV screens with
digital signage to help you share important information
in a timely fashion.

LG
COMPLIANCE SIGNAGE
All-in-one kiosk with
temperature sensing

PREFERRED PARTNERS:
Digital Signage
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
As campuses welcome back students, schools are highly
encouraging, and in some cases mandating, behaviors

KROSS DIRECT
ASTM LEVEL 2
FACIAL MASK

that reduce transmission of germs. This includes social
distancing, frequent hand washing, and the use of face
coverings.
Trox provides personal protective equipment to help
with your health and safety needs.
Ask your Trox Account Executive for more details.

HAMILTONBUHL
HYGENX25

Sanitary headphone covers for
on-ear headsets

PREFERRED PARTNERS:
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VISIT OUR HEALTH & SAFETY SITE
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Trox.com/health-and-safety

NEED HELP? ASK US.

1.855.TROX355

www.Trox.com

